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Special Lassi Wala 

"Cooling Lassis"

No visit to Jaipur is ever complete without a stop at the Special Lassi

Wala. This shop offers patrons a glass of full-fat lassi or yogurt that is a

traditional Indian cooler. It is made from milk, milk solids and sugar.

Topped with cream, the chilled beverage is served in authentic earthen

pots and are excellent for beating the heat. Such is the taste of the drink,

that you would tempted for more. In case you feel hungry, the small

restaurant serves some scrumptious Indian delicacies like Parantha,

Chhole Bhature, Chaat and Dosa.

 +91 9667188811  312 MI Road, Jaipur
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C'est Bon 

"Casual Hangout Spot"

C'est Bon is the finest patesserie in Jaipur with delicious products like

Belgian chocolate, organic vanilla, French cream cheese and quick frozen

fruit. One can also get their cake customized with a variety of designs at

C'est Bon. It also serves mochas and espressos and various other

appetizers and is a perfect place to catch up with your friends.

 +91 141 237 8651  www.cestbon.in/#home  sales@cestbon.in  MI Road, Hotel Imperial,

Jaipur
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Tapri 

"Love for Tea"

Although the name suggests a kind of roadside tea stall, Tapri is really a

cozy cafe and tea room, known for the varieties of tea which are served

here such as White Tea, Jasmine Pearl Tea and Hibiscus Tea. Whether you

want some light breakfast snacks or are a tea lover wanting to experiment

with a few unique flavors and varieties, this is the place to come to. The

interior is simple but cozy, with framed photographs on the walls and

spacious booths where families can sit and grab a meal. On cooler days

and evenings, you can also sit in their patio area on one of the pretty,

woven cane chairs and watch the world go by as you savor a cup of tea.

 +91 141 514 4477  www.tapri.net/  express@tapri.net  B-4E Prithviraj Road, C-

Scheme, Jaipur
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On The House 

"Premium Bistro"

On The House is a top class restaurant that offers authentic French

products to your doorstep. The ambiance of the place makes you feel like

you're in Europe sipping on a cool beverage and relishing on some exotic

bread.

 +91 141 331 9264  onthehousebistro.com/  dushyant.indian@gmail.co  E 145 Ramesh Marg, Ashok
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Jal Mahal 

"Dining at Trident"

Not to be confused with its namesake, the Jal Mahal Palace, this Jal Mahal

is actually a multi-cuisine restaurant located within the Trident. Just off

the lobby, Jal Mahal is elegance personified with its chic decor of marble

flooring and glass walls, raising quite a few appreciative eyebrows. Set

against a panoramic backdrop of the Aravali Mountains and Mansagar

lake, your dining experience here surely offers you much more than

delicious fare. A Continental breakfast, a scrumptious Italian lunch or a

flavorful Indian feast for dinner; variety is what Jal Mahal thrives on. With

more than three rotational fine dining menus, coupled with resident chefs

who deliver on every count, a visit here is recommended to all.

 +91 141 267 0101  www.tridenthotels.com/jai

pur/hotel/dining.asp

 reservations@tridenthotels

.com

 Amber Fort Road, Trident,

Opposite Jal Mahal, Jaipur
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Okra Restaurant 

"Worldly Treat"

Okra is an all-day-dining restaurant that serves an exquisite range of

delicacies from around the world. Okra has one of the best and most

delicious buffets in town. This restaurant is a part of Jaipur Mariott Hotel

and serves Asian as well as Continental dishes. This is not all, the desserts

that it offers includes patisseries, handmade pralines which have become

the popular favorites of this place.

 +91 141 456 7777  www.marriott.com/hotels/

hotel-information/restaura

nt/jaimc-jaipur-marriott-

hotel/

 mhrs.jaimc.marcomm.mgr

@marriott.com

 Ashram Marg, Jaipur

Marriott Hotel, Near Jawahar

Circle, Jaipur
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